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• Welcome to this parental resource booklet!
• This booklet was conceived as complement to the Ella Robot program your child has 

enrolled in to help with developing his/her social and communicational skills. It will provide 
you with information, explanations and resources to help you support and reinforce the 
skills that your child is learning with his robot-friend Ella.

• You may refer to this booklet as your child is learning a new skill or come back to it to 
practice a few activities and use the visual supports provided if you believe your child 
needs a little extra practice with some of the newly acquired skills.

• To practice newly acquired skills with your child, you may refer to the “social narratives” 
provided in each chapter. Using the same narratives as Ella Robot and the facilitators will 
help reinforce your child’s learning. You may also use the visual supports provided at 
the end of each chapter to further help your child in his learning

• We hope this booklet proves helpful to you and are delighted to welcome you and your 
child on this Ella Robot journey.

The CPAS Psychology Department
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Introduction
Summary of Module

Lesson Content
What your child will learn 
during each session

Social Narrative
Guide script for parents to use to 
reinforce the learnt behaviors

Activity
Activities for your child to practice

Visual Support
Visuals to prompt your child

Throughout this booklet, you will come across 
various sections within each module. In order to 
facilitate your understanding of the different 
sections, please refer to the boxes on the right. 

You will need to refer to Social Narrative, Activity
& Visual Support when working with your child.

You may also want to photocopy or cut-out from 
this booklet the Visual Support segment to act as 
visual prompts for your child. 
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In this lesson, your child will learn how the parts of the face (mouth, eyes, eyebrows) move to 

demonstrate different emotions

Parts of the 
face involved 

in expressions

Middle of 
eyebrows

Go Up

Go Down

Eyes

Open Wide

Closed 
Completely

Half Closed

Mouth

Open a little Open wide Sides of mouth 
go up

Sides of mouth 
go down

Lips come 
together
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SOCIAL NARRATIVE 1

“Sometimes, emotions are called feelings. We can figure out how someone is feeling by looking at their 
mouth and eyes and eyebrows.”

Scared: When people are scared, the middle of their eyebrows go up and their eyes are open wide. Their 
mouth is open wide and the sides of their mouth go down. 

Surprised: When people look surprised, their eyebrows go up, their eyes open wide, and their mouth is 
open wide. 

Worried: When people look worried, the middle of their eyebrows go up and the eyes are open. Their 
mouth is open a little bit and the sides of the mouth go down. 
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Build a Face (Mirror Activity)

How to play: You will demonstrate, in the mirror, the different ways that each part of the face can move 
(You: “Watch my [face part]. How is it moving?”). Your child will attempt to identify how that part of 

the face is moving and attempt to imitate it.

Narrative: “Now we are going to move our eyebrows, our eyes, and our mouths. 
Remember: (pointing to the relevant icons of Visual support 2)
- Our eyebrows can go up in the middle, or down in the middle

-Our eyes can be open, wide open, half closed/opened a little, or closed 
-Our mouths can be open a little, open, or open wide 

-The lips can come together, and the sides of our mouths can go up, or down.” 

Let’s use this mirror to help us look at how parts of our face can move. Let’s try!”
Reward your child with verbal praise for correct answers. 

. 

For wrong response/no response, 
“Remember, different parts of the face can move. Watch my 

(body part). How is it moving? 

Use Social Narrative 1 & Visual Support 1 & 2 to teach them the correct answer.
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In this lesson, your child will learn how to identify and demonstrate the emotion “scared”. 
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SOCIAL NARRATIVE 2

“Sometimes, emotions are called feelings. We can figure out how someone is feeling by looking at their 
mouth and eyes and eyebrows.”

Scared: When people are scared, the middle of their eyebrows go up and their eyes are open wide. Their 
mouth is open wide and the sides of their mouth go down. 
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Scared Emotions Game

How to play: You and your child will take turns turning over the pictures in Activity Sheet 1. You will ask,
“Does this person look scared?”

Narrative: “Now we are going to play the emotion game. We will look at these photos. You
will tell me if the person looks scared or not scared. Let’s find people who look scared!”

Reward your child with verbal praise for correct answers. 

For wrong response/no response, 
(point to the relevant icons)

“Remember, when most people look scared, the middle of their eyebrows go up
and their eyes open wide .Their mouth is open and the sides of their mouth go down.

Does the person look Scared?

Use Social Narrative 2 & Activity Sheet 1 to teach them the correct answer.
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In this lesson, your child will learn how to identify and demonstrate the emotion “surprised”. 
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SOCIAL NARRATIVE 3

“Sometimes, emotions are called feelings. We can figure out how someone is feeling by looking at their 
mouth and eyes and eyebrows.”

Surprised: When people look surprised, their eyebrows go up, their eyes open wide, and their mouth is 
open wide. 
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Use a mirror

How to play: You will demonstrate target emotion (surprised) in the mirror (You: “Watch my face. 
How do I look surprised?”). Your child will attempt to identify the correct facial movements for the target 

Emotion.

Narrative: “Now we are going to practice looking surprised. Remember (point to the relevant icons), 
when most people look surprised, their eyebrows go up , their eyes open wide and their mouth is open wide.

Let’s use a mirror to help us look at how our face looks surprised. Let’s try!”
Reward your child with verbal praise for correct answers. 

For wrong response/no response, 
“Remember (point to the relevant icons), when most people look surprised, 
their eyebrows go up , their eyes open wide and their mouth is open wide . 

Let’s try again. How does my face look surprised ?”

Use and point to the icons in Social Narrative 3 to teach them the correct answer.
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In this lesson, your child will learn how to discriminate between 2 emotions and demonstrate 2 

emotions (scared and surprised).
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SOCIAL NARRATIVE 4

“Sometimes, emotions are called feelings. We can figure out how someone is feeling by looking at their 
mouth and eyes and eyebrows.”

Scared: When people are scared, the middle of their eyebrows go up and their eyes are open wide. Their 
mouth is open wide and the sides of their mouth go down. 

Surprised: When people look surprised, their eyebrows go up, their eyes open wide, and their mouth is 
open wide. 

You can find the visual supports used on this page at the end of this module (Visual Support 1,2,3)
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Emotion Match

How to play: Your child will pick a card of facial features from Activity Sheet 2 and try to match it with either the scared or 
surprised picture cards. Once all the features have been correctly identified, you and your child will both make either a 

scared or surprised facial expression respectively.

Narrative: “Now let’s play a matching game! We are going to choose a card from this deck which has different facial 
features. Then we are going to match it to either the surprised or scared cards on the other side. Then we will try and make 

a scared and surprised expression. Let’s try!”
Reward your child with verbal praise for correct answers.

For wrong response/no response,
“Scared: when most people look scared , the middle of their eyebrows go up and their eyes open wide . Their mouth is 

open wide and the sides of their mouth go down. What emotion is it?”

Surprised: when most people look surprised, their eyebrows go up, their eyes open wide and their mouth is open wide. 
What emotion is it?”

Use and point to Social Narrative 4, Activity Sheet 2 & Visual Support 3 to teach them the correct answer.
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In this lesson, your child will learn how to identify and demonstrate the emotion “worried”.
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SOCIAL NARRATIVE 5
“Sometimes, emotions are called feelings. We can figure out how someone is feeling by looking at their 

mouth and eyes and eyebrows.”

Worried: When people look worried, the middle of their eyebrows go up and the eyes are open. Their 
mouth is open a little bit and the sides of the mouth go down. 

You can find the visual supports used on this page at the end of this module (Visual Support 1,2,3)
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Worried Emotion Game

How to play: You and your child will take turns turning over the pictures in Activity Sheet 3. 
You will ask, “Does this person look worried?”.

Narrative: “Now we are going to play the emotion game. We will look at these photos. You 
will tell me if the person looks worried or not worried. 

Reward your child with verbal praise for correct answers. 

For wrong response/no response, 
“Remember, when most people look worried, the middle of their eyebrows go up , and their eyes 

open . Their mouth is open a little and the sides of their mouth go down . 
Does this person look worried ?”

Use and point to relevant icons on Social Narrative 5 & Activity Sheet 3 to teach them 
the correct answer.
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In this lesson, your child will discriminate between 3 emotions (scared, surprised worried) in still photos.
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SOCIAL NARRATIVE 6

“Sometimes, emotions are called feelings. We can figure out how someone is feeling by looking at their 
mouth and eyes and eyebrows.”

Scared: When people are scared, the middle of their eyebrows go up and their eyes are open wide. Their 
mouth is open wide and the sides of their mouth go down. 

Surprised: When people look surprised, their eyebrows go up, their eyes open wide, and their mouth is 
open wide. 

Worried: When people look worried, the middle of their eyebrows go up and the eyes are open. Their 
mouth is open a little bit and the sides of the mouth go down. 
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Emotion Differentiation

How to play: You will lay out all three emotion pictures in front of your child and have them identify the different 
features starting from eyebrows to the sides of their mouths. You can ask your child guiding questions such as, 

"What direction are the eyebrows moving?", or "What does the mouth look like?".

Narrative: “Now we are going to try and find the differences between these emotions. You will try and find out 
what is different about their eyebrows (point to eyebrows), eyes (point to eyes) and their mouth (point to their 

mouth). Let’s play!
Reward your child with verbal praise for correct answers.

For wrong response/no response (point to the relevant icons),
“Scared: when most people look scared , the middle of their eyebrows go up and their eyes open wide .

Their mouth is open wide and the sides of their mouth go down. How does this person look?”

Surprised: when most people look surprised, their eyebrows go up,
their eyes open wide and their mouth is open wide. How does this person look?”

Worried: when most people look worried, the middle of their eyebrows go up, and their eyes open. 
Their mouth is open a little and the sides of their mouth go down. How does this person look?”

Use and point to relevant icons in Social Narrative 6, Activity Sheet 4 & Visual Support 4 to teach them 
the correct answer.
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In this lesson, your child will discriminate between 3 emotions (scared, surprised worried) in videos
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SOCIAL NARRATIVE 7
“Sometimes, emotions are called feelings. We can figure out how someone is feeling by looking at their 

mouth and eyes and eyebrows.”

Scared: When people are scared, the middle of their eyebrows go up and their eyes are open wide. Their 
mouth is open wide and the sides of their mouth go down. 

Surprised: When people look surprised, their eyebrows go up, their eyes open wide, and their mouth is 
open wide. 

Worried: When people look worried, the middle of their eyebrows go up and the eyes are open. Their 
mouth is open a little bit and the sides of the mouth go down. 
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Emotions Charades

How to play: You will draw cards from Activity Sheet 5 and act out the emotion. You will ask, “What
emotion?” Your child will guess the emotion. 

Narrative: “Now we are going to play Emotion Charades! I will choose a card and then act out the emotion. You will try to 
guess what emotion I am acting out. Let’s play!”

Reward your child with verbal praise for correct answers. 

For wrong response/no response (point to relevant icons), 
Scared: when most people look scared, the middle of their eyebrows go up 

and their eyes open wide . Their mouth is open wide and the sides of their mouth go down.
What emotion is this?”

Surprised: when most people look surprised, their eyebrows go up, their eyes open
wide and their mouth is open wide. What emotion is this?”

Worried: when most people look worried the middle of their eyebrows go 
up, and their eyes open. Their mouth is open a little and the sides of their mouth go down.

What emotion is this?”

Use and point to relevant icons on Social Narrative 7, Activity Sheet 5 & Visual Support 4 to teach them the
correct answer. 35
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In this lesson, your child will demonstrate 3 emotions (scared/surprised/worried). 
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SOCIAL NARRATIVE 8

“Sometimes, emotions are called feelings. We can figure out how someone is feeling by looking at their 
mouth and eyes and eyebrows.”

Scared: When people are scared, the middle of their eyebrows go up and their eyes are open wide. Their 
mouth is open wide and the sides of their mouth go down. 

Surprised: When people look surprised, their eyebrows go up, their eyes open wide, and their mouth is 
open wide. 

Worried: When people look worried, the middle of their eyebrows go up and the eyes are open. Their 
mouth is open a little bit and the sides of the mouth go down. 
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Emotion Mime

How to play: You will act out one of the emotions, scared, surprised or worried, and your child will try to guess and follow the 
facial expressions. You will then ask, "How do you know what emotion this is?"

Narrative: Now we are going to become mimes! Look at my face and try to follow what I'm doing. Try to guess what
Emotion I'm feeling now. Remember (point to the relevant icons), when most people look scared , the middle of 

their eyebrows go up  and their eyes open wide . Their mouth is open wide and the sides of their mouth go down . 
When most people look surprised , they frown . When most people look worried , the middle of their eyebrows go up , 

and their eyes open . Their mouth is open a little and the sides of their mouth go down . Let’s play!”
Reward your child with verbal praise for correct answers.

For wrong response/no response (point to relevant icons),
Scared: when most people look scared, the middle of their eyebrows go up and their eyes open wide .

Their mouth is open wide and the sides of their mouth go down. What does scared look like?”

Surprised: when most people look surprised, their eyebrows go up,
their eyes open  wide and their mouth is open wide. What emotion is this?”

Worried: when most people look worried the middle of their eyebrows go 
up, and their eyes open. Their mouth is open a little and the sides of their mouth go down.

What emotion is this?”

Use and point to the relevant icons in Social Narrative 8 & Visual Support 4 to teach them the correct answer.
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